Spiral terminations shall have 80 bar diameter lap splice in addition to a 6" long 135° hook.

Spiral terminations with-in Seismic Critical members shall use Splice Termination Detail Type 1.

**Spiral Anchor 135° Hook Detail**

**Spiral Termination Detail Type 2**

- Start of pitch
- 1 Bar # minimum
- Splice clip shown for example only
- For Only #4, #5 and #6 reinforcemnt,
- pitches for Spiral Termination Details Type 1 & 2 shall line up so as not to interfere with construction operations.
- Inspection tubes are not shown.

**Notes:**
1. Hooks for Spiral Termination Details Type 1 & 2 shall line up so as not to interfere with construction operations.
2. Inspection tubes are not shown.

**Spiral Anchor 90° Hook Detail**

**Spiral Termination Detail Type 3**

- Spiral Details Type 2 & 3
- Mechanical Lap Splice or 135° Hook Detail shall only be used where allowed by Table 1.

**Spiral Anchor Details**
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